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The National Programme on Education

PON

MIUR, The Italian Ministry for Education, has been involved in the management of

European funds since the 90s.

The New Programme funds will cover the years 2014-2020.

EUROPEAN FUNDS are the main financial instruments of the European Union Regional

Policy, the aim of which is to strengthen economic, social and territorial cohesion

by reducing the gap between the most advanced regions and the less developped

ones.

The main funds that Italy is beneficiary are: FSE ( European Social Funds) and FSER



PON 2014-2020

COMPETENCES AND BACKGROUND OF LEARNING

The European Union has defined, within the project "Education and Training

2020" (ET 2020), the challenges that Europe must overcome to become a

knowledge-based economy and improve people lifelong learning.

Education and training policies must pursue 4 strategic targets:

1) Make long life learning and mobility a reality

2) Improve the quality and effectiveness of education and training

3) Promoting Equity, Social Cohesion and Active Citizenship

4) Encourage creativity and innovation, including enterprise, education

and training for all European citizens.



European Goals by 2020

 Employement

 Research & Development

 Climate change and energy

 Education:

reduction of school dropouts below 10% 

Achieve at least 40% of 30-34 year olds with a university education

 Poverty and Emargination



Early school leaving trend in Italy  (2004-2014)



ACTIONS FOR 2014-2020
AREA ACTIONS INNOVATION TO

EDUCATION

1) 10.1: prevent school dropout
2) Improve students' key competences
3) school-work- training
4) teachers training

1) Primary school
2) Education to adults

FOCUSED GOALS ACTIONS 10.1

decrease of early training
failure and early school
leavers

Action 10.1.1: Support for students with particular disvantages, including people with disabilities

Action 10.1.2: Second Chance Initiatives

Action 10.1.3: Initiatives for legality, human rights, equal opportunities and active citizenship

Action 10.1.4: Training of teachers

Action 10.1.5: Stage (also transnational), labs, alternation methodologies of school and work

Action 10.1.6: orientation and support for the choices of training

Action 10.1.7: make analysis of school population recording the main factors on early school
leavers



PON Funds "FOR SCHOOL"

PRIORITY expected results/specific goals

Fall off and prevention of early school leaving;

Promotion of equal access to pre-school

education

1) 10.1-Reduction of early training failure and early school
leavers;

2) 10.2-Improvement of students' key competences;

3) 10.9-Improve self-diagnosis, self-assessment and

evaluation of schools, and educational innovation

for teachers.



ACTIVITIES TO PREVENT DROP OUT AT THE 

"MAJORANA SCHOOL" AVOLA

Nowadays in Italy 1/5 students does not get any 
diplomas or professional qualifications.

There is a high rate of early school leavers in Sicily , 
and in our school the percentage of drop out  is 

higher among the students attending the vocational 
and technical sections of the Institute.



* OUR SCHOOL DROP OUT RATE WAS UP TO 30,60 %

IN THE SCHOOL YEARS 2015/2016 

a) ENROLLED STUDENTS 451

b) STUDENTS ATTENDING SCHOOL 371 82,26%

c) STUDENTS WHO DROPPED OUT 80 17,74%

d) STUDENTS WHO FAILED 58 12,86%

e) SCHOOL DROP OUT RATE (c+d) 138 30,60%



The main causes of the HIGH DROP OUT  RATE among
students are:

•SOCIO-ECONOMIC BACKGROUND, that is the economic,
professional and cultural conditions of the parents, and their
expectations affecting pupils;

•CONSTANT FAILURE AT SCHOOL, that causes the lack of self
esteem in students , who then give up school;

•LACK OF INTEREST, caused by their lack of attention in
whatever is being taught in formal context of learning.

CAUSES



ACTIVITIES IN OUR SCHOOL to fight Drop Out



*«Other Ways: Say it with Flowers»

*The “drop-out” students involved in this experience have been selected through a
careful analysis of classes dynamics ,considering :little attention at school lessons, no
school progress, failures at exams, late arrivals at lessons, bad behavior ,hard life at
home, students with families’ problems.

The project’s aims  were:

*Planned courses to give  equal learning opportunities to all students;

*Promotion of  human relations to improve the students’ school learning process;

* Integration of diversity;

*School –territory connection in order  to meet  cultural and social needs;

* Prevention of the  school drop out  and learning failure.

Projects in School Laboratories



*At Table with Emotion

Enogastronomy  students attended the course  “At table with Emotion”  in order to learn 
how to create decorations with engraved fruits and vegetables. They  also learnt  to use the 
thai knife.





“Grow up Flowers” 

Students were involved in 
the course “Grow up 

Flowers” by planting and 
taking care of herbal and 
ornamental plants in the 

school’s  greenhouse.





Exhibition held on 30th October  in the 

main square in Avola.

The products realised by the 
students were sold on Sunday 
morning in the main square in 

Avola, on offering at least  1 
Euro, and the earnings  were 

given for the project “La casa di 
Sarah”, a house  for 

disadvantaged people.



The School Choir «Verdi Note»

Our choir has a long hystory. Founded in 2000, it is formed by almost 40 students at drop out risk, foreign students  

(immigrants or refugees), students with learning  difficulties. You will meet them on your Welcome day at the 

Majorana School. It is directed by Mrs. Milena Caruso. The students meet twice a week at school to sing or to 

prepare the songs for special activities or period of the year: Christmas, Carnival, Easter.



SPORTS ACTIVITIES

Our students are involved in Sports

activities, above all BASKIN, of which

we have a court inside our School.

BASKIN is Basket for disabled people

who have the chance to play basket

with normal people (students).



CARNIVAL IN AVOLA’

MAJORANA STUDENTS’  MASKED GROUP

« A CRY FOR PEACE»

The students of the Majorana School took part to the 58th edition

of  Carnival.

They were involved in dancing and singing school activities

together with  the association «I Super abili» , people with 

disabilities.

They had great fun and they won the 3° Prize on the competion

«The Best Masked Group»  





POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS

The problem of school drop out could be reduced if the school
system motivates and interests students at risk of dropping out.

This mean new teaching methods and more practical activities at
school.

Self-esteem and positive thinking techniques in class: «You Are
what You Think»

The educational system should promote teachers’ training,
different school curricula and more practical learning, aiming to
the learning by doing method.



*Self-esteem and positive 

thinking techniques

«You Are what You Think»

*If you fail never give up because 

F.A.I.L. means: 

“First Attempt In Learning”

END is not the end. 

E.N.D. means 

“Effort Never Dies”

*If you get NO as an answer, 

remember “NO” means 

“New Opportunity”



To find a solution on drop out is not easy, and requires a
thorough reflection of all stakeholders involved in the
educational plan of pupils.

Families should support and encourage students to stay
in the school system.

Schools and families need to work together to help the
youngs to build their future.



*LET THE STUDENTS BE THE

* REAL PROTAGONIST OF 

*THEIR LEARNING

* IS OUR MAIN GOAL
The Italian Team

Dorotea
Massimo

Pinella
Viviana
Corrado



*«When a flower

doesn’t bloom,

you fix

the environment

in which it grows,

not the flower»
Debra Grogan

Pendle Community High School Nelson,

UK


